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TVANYwmrrin Canadian history has
the kind of condenser! grandeur that
makes an epic, it is the building of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and Pierre
Berton may indeed be the man who has
most successfully put it into an epic
form appropriate to the modern age.
Before such a claim raises the eyebrows of scepticism, let me point out
that no epic action cve.r seemed so to
the men who lived through it or to
their contemporaries. When King Agamemnon led the thousand ships away
from Greece to lay siege to the corsair’s
stronghold of Troy, he was obviously
reacting to the down-to-earth political
imperatives of hts time, compounded as
they were of tribal pride and piratical
rivalries; it was later generations that
a combination of truth and fantasy
that for long enlightened historians
if Agnmemnon or Achilles or

Hector ever lived or if Troy had even
existed. Only the persistence of that
great romantic archaeologist S&lie
matm proved the basic truth of the
lliad by dlggiog Tmy out of the ground
and fading in a desolate valley of
Greece the massive citadel from which
Agamemnon set forth and to which he
returned to the treacherous welcome
prepared by his faithless wife Clytemnestra.
The imperatives of state interest
made later Creek kings and tyrants
encourage the bards who, to make a
living, turned the tales of Agamemnon’s
extremely badly managed military
operation(it tookhim 10 years, exactly
as long as it took the CPR to get its
charter) into the splendours of the
Iliad. And lf we examine any other of
the great epics of the past we usually
find that there is a political and
pmbably a national urge behind it all.
The epic is the statement in contemporary literary form of the myth in
whose shadow a nation emerges. The
Aeneid in ancient Rome, the tales of
El Cl lo Spain, the Song of Roland in
France, theblorte d’Arthur in Britain sll these (tales) populated with men
magnified into heroes who performed
superhuman tasks, came into their own
at times when rather crude assemblages
of peoples were beQ forged into
nations.
Canada today is in that condition.
During the past two or three decades
2

we have beengoing through the process
oi strain and consolidation that with
luck may turn us into the modern
equivalent of s nation - hopefully in
our case a working federation rather
than a nationslate in the old European
sense - and we have had to find o”r
epic, as the Americans found theirs in
the Civil War. Since we live in s
technological age it is the pioneers of
our time that we naturally choose ss
epic heroes: just as iron-age Greeks
chose men of the bronze age, so in a
post-railway age we choose railway
builders. And no story more fits our
needs, as the poet E. J. Pratt recognized
20 years ago, than that of the creation
of the Canadian Pacific Railway. In ll~he
Lusr Spike he turned the story into a
poem, and the subject of the Great
Canadian Epic was chosen. But poetry
is no longer the modern epic form;
rather it is the reportage or documentary in prose. The English-language
epic of the Spanish Civil War, for
example, is George Orwell’s Homage
to Gzmlonia; that of the October
Revolution is John Reed’s Ten fiys
that Shook the World; and both Orwell
and Reed were inspired journalists.
Perhaps Pierre Berton and his l71he
Gent Railway are in the same company.
Having suggested such a claim, let
me hedge it with qualifications. I am
not saying that Berton has written lhe
best history that could be written of

the founding of the Canadian Pacific.
He is far too involved in his subject to
have written the kind of meticulously
objective study which modern fashions
in historiography demand, even though
his facts are unchallengeable and his
research had obviously been considerable and thorough: he has not the
grand sweep of a Toynbee or even a
Creighton that is needed for the other
kind of professional history, which
amounts to the creation of universal
myths. What he does have. remarkably
developed, is that instinct of the wellversed and imaginative reporter which
is needed to turn bare facts into the
fabric of a modern epic. In the whole
of the two volumes that comprise llzhe
Greur Railwy , perhaps the most signiflcant phrase is one that undoubtedly
slipped in halfconsciously: “
those
illuminating stories of human interest
that are the journalist’s grist.” Berton,
of course, is nothing if not a journalist,
but he differs from most others in being
able to transfer himself into the past
and by a great imaginative concentration to be able to treat the facts of that
past as if they were happenings today.
It is the creation of ‘stories of human
interest” that are so vivid that we can
bnagine ourselves experiencing them
that is one of the techniques of the
epic, which always seeks to unite
heroic strength with human weakness.
and manellous events with the detail
of everyday life.
mnrinued on page IO
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"BXILB. SILENCE and cunning,” was
James Joyce’s prescription for genius.

Obviously it has little appeal to our
most notable literary exile, Mordecai
Richler, who in recent issues of both
Satwtfay Night and the New York
i%mBookReview haschosen to blast
off from his London base a number of
rockets against what be calls “The New
Canadian Style.”
It may be that these testy pyrotechnics are his own celebration of his
Iatest advance towards the big-league
eminence which he has sought (and
deserved) for so long. Or it may be that
they are merely an astute capitalization
on that success (marked by a careful
recycling of material fmm one essay to
another). But whatever the cauw, the
effect is a view of Canadian affairs as
reflected by a distorting rearview mirror, which is not the most accurate
instrument for homing missiles.
Richler’s observations on Canada’s
political and economic currents are all
that one might expect fmm a Canadian
whose more recent experiences of life
hen were derived from jetborne promotional hustles from ocean to ocean.
Indeed. his analyses of Canadian nationalism, French and English, suggest that
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intellectually he has never left St. Urbain. While these may confuse American readers, they can only amuse
Canadians. Much the same can be said
of his response to our awakened economic nationalism, which should win
bim friends in Washington.Paris_ Lisbon
and Pretoria and which goes something
like, “Wbaddya mean YOUR natural
resources, they traded you all those
beads, didn’t they?” But then there has
always been that curious aflXty be
tween comic talent and conservatism.
What are more immediately our
concern are Richler’s new insights into
our literaly development. “Nationalist
zealots apart,” he says, ‘*most of us
turn to Canadian writers for village
gossip, news of ourselves, rather than
fresh insights into the human condition.” According to a demographic
yardstick of his own devising. the
literary muses are on the side of the
big battalions. In Robertson Davies,
Leonard Cohen, Richard Wright, Margaret Atwood. and (presumably) Mordecai Richler we have all the bigleague writers we deserve, on a per
capita basis. The crucible of future
genius is in the connubial sack: pmduee
more. get more.
So much for the funny stuff. In the
hard. hard world of multi-national
(that &American) publishing. we need
not expect much sympathy for our
aspirations towardsan identifiable Canadian literature; unless of course its
spice of novelty offers an international
marketability. Where we should expect
understanding is amongst Canadian
writers who were obliged to develop
themselves in decades when Canadians
were seen as a quaint and docile
American sub-species. Mordecai Richler
is one of the most notable survivors
from that era, and his current international success marks a personal triumph over dire adversity. Like many
self-made men, however, he nowshows
an unpleasant want of sympathy for
those who have pursued and are pursuing a struggle similar to his at borne.
Since Richler left. for reasons he
seems not to understand, we have been
forced to identify both ourselves and
our problems. As an emergent nation,

which has escaped from one empire
only to find itself partially engulfed in
another, we must be excused some
gaucheries and excesres. The writers
and editors and publishers whom he
mocks as chauvinists, usually by quotation out of context, are as aware of our
literary underdevelopment as he is and
are far more openly and validly critical
of contemporary Canada than he has
ever managed to be. What differentiates
them from him is that they believe
that Canadian writers are entitled to a
hearing in their own country and that
they should be spared the necessity
(which Richler once felt) of having to
tout amongst foreigners talents that
have a more immediate relevancy to
fellow Canadians. But however much
we and the world value the tragi-comic
retrospections that exile has forced
on Richler. what we need now are
writers who will stay in Canada and tell
us, as he obviously cannot. what is
happening to us.
In particular, Richler dismisses this
magazine for not being (of all things)
like the Mew York Review of Book.
Let us retort first of all that if we
adopted the radical chic of that review
we should certainly not waste much
space on the bourgeois likes of Ricbler,
or any Canadian writer. The remark
betrays his literary age, it betrays that
Breakfast-At-Brentano’s longing which
afflictedcanadian writers in the 19506,
the rather boyish faith still harboured
by Richler and the few people he
admires that “New York reviewers are
generally more perceptive,” and that
when you’ve made it with those
dazzlers, boy you’ve made it!
Books In Chnada is what it is
because we know. as obviously he
doesn’t, that too many Canadians
neither know nor care who he is.
Whether he likes it or not. we feel that
they should know and care and are
trying to do something about it. Most
of those whom he attacks have done
far more on his behalf than the New
York literati whom he so worships.
He may bite the hands that have tried
to help him if he chooses, but need he
lick the boots that have so often kicked
bim aside? 0
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subjectto popular control.

History,
as L-dandre Bergwon has PO ably de

manstrated, has a role to play in this.
The real question is whether Canada’s
historians have the will to play it. 0

I

MARTIN LONEY. a Canadian social
&ntit,
currently working M his
Ph.D in En&and.
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Gray focuses on the women of easy
virtue and the way they affecred
Prairielife from the turn of the century
until the early 1920s. These were the
years when the Prairie population
spiralled at such a dizzying pace -

cloth

$6.95

reviewedby Reg Vickers
JAMES ORAY is without a doubt Western Canada’s most prolific popular
historian. “My i&a of history is that it

should be about people and how they
lived,” he says. “Too many historians
can’t seem to stay away from politics.”
HehaP followed this credo faithfully
through 77~ wlntcr Years and Men

Against the Desert, two highly succss-

Pearl Harbour!”

The Cal-

gary soldiers then had their own sign
painted. It read: ‘To hell with Pearl
Harbour, remember Pearl Miller!”
While there is a disappdntingshortage of storiesof the Pearl Miller type
in Gray’s book, there are more than

I.5 years - that Ihe builders couldn’t
keep pace with the demand for homes.

enoughanecdotes about Ihe houses the
women ran and of the police who ware

It’s the story of the girls who made
these men without women (for mos(

more than willing to Lurn a blind aye
to the going on.

married men len their wives at home
when they came west) forger about
of early

For example, the police chief of
Medicine Hat at the lime owned a
brothel in that town and let it run for

Prairie life and who made their bawdy
houses the centre of a town’s social life.

four years, thinking nothing of it. As
Gray points out, it had lo be some

dust

and

hard

work

There was Minnie Woods who reign-

JAMES H. GIU Y
Mcmiilan

“Remember

~~_

nmre than a million arrived in Ihe first

the

RED LIGHTS ON THE
PRAIRIES

__

ed for 30 years as the queen of the
Winnipeg brothels: Lila Anderson, a
Winnipeg madam who paid $12,000

for

a house. an absurdly high price a1 the
time; Rosie Dale, a Moose Jaw whore
who is credited with inventing the UDrive system (she arranged to have a
number of horses trained to trot right
to her house so that a customer didn’t
have to know where she lived): and
Babe Balanger. a Saskaloon madam
who

tried

to bribe

a Mountie

but

managed to win an acquittal from a
jury (“it was not Saskatoon manhood’s idea of how to treat essential

thing worse than sex for the police
to act.
In

1901 there were 30.000

more

males than females on Ihe Prairies and
by I91 I the male advantage grew to
210.000,

&ring

excellent odds for

the women of the street. When pressured to ~1, local police forces found
it almost impossible to get a conviction.
To help ouL, Winnipeg council in 1905
set up a “secret service fund” and gave
the police chief 55.000

to help buy

evidence.
What killedopen prostitution on the
prairies? In an interview 81 his home on
the outskirts of Calgary. Gray said it

services”).

was a combination of prohibition, the
depression and Ihe coming of the auto-

the prairies and with llre Boy /mm
Ufnnipeg, a personal portrayal of Gray’s

There were others, like Big Nellie
Webb in Edmonton and Gerlie Curnay.

mobile. What surprised him most while
researching Red L&M was the uni-

youth in the Manitoba capital.
Now, with Red Lights on the
Arriria. the Calgary writer takes his

a legend in Winnipeg, and Pearl Miller,

formity lhal
Prairies.

ful accounts of tile depression years on

personalatyle history to its earthiest
level - an abnmt brothel-by-brothel
reliving of the hay day of prostitution
in the West.

new
from
information
canada

who Gray tabs as Calgary’s most famous
prostitute.

showed up across the

Part of the Pearl Miller legend in-

“In almost every city the police
turneda blindeye to what wasgoingon.”

valves a Calgary regiment camped near
an American outfit during the last war.
The Americans tacked up a sign reading:

ful asides. On Winnipeg’s Annabella
Srreel. nol only did the houses have

A report
to the Secretary of State
by the Committee on Youth

Gray’s book is well laced wiih c&r-

Publishing Division
171 Slate1 stnet
Ottawa.Canada KlA OS9
Available from our bookstores
in Halifax, Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouw
or your local bookseller.
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large electric red lights on the porches,
but most of them had foot-high house
numbers, just to make sure a prospeotive customer didn’t miss it. And he
tells how the Saskatoon gay blades had
a choice of three races: a wloured girl,
a Japanese girl or the usual white.
It was while working on Red Lighrs

realized be had the basis of
another book: booze on the Prairies.
“There may have been prohibition,
but all you had to do was go to your
doctor and get a prescription for S2
and pay the druggist another $3 sod
you had a quart of good booze.”
For James Gray, the Prairie well
never seems to run dry. 0
that Gray

REG VICKERSis book
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etThe Calguy Herald.
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MARX
CHEZ-NOUS
THE HISTORY OF
QUEBEC
A Ihhiotef Handbook
LEANDRE BERGERON
New Chada Reas
pulper$I.SO; 245 /m@s

of its gene. Even such leader phrases
m “surplus value” and “repressive
apparatus” lose their mind-numbing
weight when they are used with integrity and precision. The Marxist method
works Freshly here. Bergemn uses it to
shatterQuebec’sown cherished mythologies. In its harsh light. explorers
turn to plunderers. heroes and missionaries to genocidal rogues. It reveals
nothing to comfort the Federalist - one
wonders. indeed, if Montreal is not
today. as if was one year ago. “in the
trough of P huge wsve preparing to
crash” - but it does dispel some of
the shadowy obscurantism around the
discussion of Quebec’s past.
The author teaches literature at Sir
George Williams University, but his
outlook is light years from that of the
oowsonventional Parti QuebCcoio acsdemic who, smugly I think, is disinclined to see massive American ownership and control as any menace to so
independent Quebec. Bergeron. in contrast, separates his llistory into The
French Regime (I 534-l 759). The English Regime (1760-1919).
and The
American Regime (1920.7). In plain

words - vigorous still, despite odd
misspelliogs and coy colloquialisms
in the English Innslation - he trxes
two lines ofdescent in French Canadian
nationalism.

One

is romantic

-

_

From the bestselling
author of
THE DEVIL’S
ADVOCATE
and
THE SHOES of the
FISHERMAN
A major

new Novel

MORRIS

L.

by

WEST

Summer

of ithe
Keel

re-

ligious. or pastoral. inward-looking. a
retreat to the hearth of the hobitmt.

The other is revolutionary - its heritage
r&wed

by Philip

Sykes

includes the armed Patriotes of 1837.
the anti-conscription

why this
took hold. tiandre Bergeron’s little
history of Quebec was an instant best
seller there, a quick success in English
bacslation and is even going well in a
comic book version. The reason is that
it provides a whole view. What de*
pemtion underlay the approval of so
many Qudb&ois of that scabrous FLQ
communiquC last fall? And what connected last fall to the events and people
of the past - to Duplessis. tbe conscription crisis, Riel and Lord Durham?
There are some answerS here.
In a time of confusions. the “Patriote’s Handbook” is explosive with
certitude. The complexities of 400
years are “Fixed” in a hard Marxian
focus. But, though true to the guiding
dogmas and the pmpogandist tone.
this account has none of the staleness
AT ONE READING.

you know

rioters, the jour-

nal Fimi Ris and. by implication,
sympathizers of the FLQ.

the

It’s uncomfortable, of course. One
would have liked something more

Bergeros’s recording of blood and betrayal. a casx for
Fabian reform would not be easily

moderate. But. given

supportable.

Here

in the author’s

are some threads

herd line:

Lord Durham, progenitor of Confederation. the governor-gcncrsl whose
report in 1839 led to the union of
Ontario and Quebec rod to responsible
government. wss a liberal and s **racisl
despot.” Liberalism led him to rccommend responsible government for tbc

A story of love, rivalry, bra.
therhood and epic violence
set in the Outer Hebrides of
Scotland.

$7.95 a141

bDOkSlORI.

English colonislists. But his belief in
Anglo&xon
superiority demanded a
union that would turn Frenclt Canadians. the numerical Imajorily in Dur-

ham’s time. into a political minority.
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permanently outvoted by a combination of Ontario and the Quebec English,
ripe for assimilation, a process that
would “better their condition.” They
c&d, in Durham’s view, have the
happy fortune to become more industrious and more English!
The Asbestos strike, 1949. revealed
the limits of political democracy:
“JobnsManville, the U.S. capitalist
company, exploits the Quebec workers.
To continue this exploitation, the
company has to use the government it
controls by means of the party treasury.
It orders the government to put down
the workers. Caretaker Duplessis orders
the Provincial Police to beat up the
workers. The cops do their ‘job’ .
Here we see plainly how the bourgeois
possessorclass also possesses the state.”
Jean Less&s Quiet Revolution,
1960.66, was impelled by continental
economic forees: “The role played by
the former Negro-Rings, Duplessis and
the Clergy, was not useful enough to
our colonizers, American and EnglishCanadian capitalists, in the modem
system of exploitation. The requirement was no longer a Negro-King
preaching hard work and an austere
existence, but a Negro-King who could
make the Quhbbecoisbelieve they had to
work hard and live extravagantly .
theyhad to consume, and consume .
A new elite was needed, a liberal lay
elite who would adopt and preach the
An&an ~x?y of Iif2,gradually Anglicizing the Qudbdc& to make them
into ‘real’ Canadians - second-rate
Americans who are submissive producers and servile consumers for American imperialism. So our colonizers

._

-.

-

.

-

supported our small and middle bourgeoisie morally and financially, concentrating on the provincial Liberals.
The party came to power in 1960. ”
It is a partisan and probably a dangerous view. Nonetheless, Bergeron’s retord bristles with surprises, original debunking, unmined veins of hard truths.
And it is what they are reading in Quebec-in CBGEPs and Manpower lineups.
It should be read in Moose Jaw and Ottawa. too, read and understood. It may,
on the political scale, be a bit late for
that. but on the scale of history, it is never toolate to look truths in the face. Cl
PHILIPSYKES.an editorial writer
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RONALD SUTHERLAND
new press
clorh$7.50: 189 pa8es

reviewed b.v

Howard

Roirer

RONALDSVTHERLANDhas produced,
with his Second Image. a fascinating
and tantalizing volume. Sutherland
teaches comparative Canadian Litera-

ture at the UniversitC de Sherbrooke,
and he has a thorough awareness of
Canadian literary production both in
English and French. In Second Image
he tries to delineate the common
themes and preoccupations which are
shared by Canada’s two literatures. In
effect.Sutherlandcalls them one literature in two forms. Hi volume, however,
reminds this reviewer of ClCment
Moisan’s L ‘Age de la litt6mmre canadienne, a study of comparative Canadian literature which appeared in 1969.
Moisan’s study was rather weak, filled
with facile generalizations and faulty
evidence. Almost no serious booklength work had been done in comparative Canadian literary criticism,
and Moisan’s book was avidly welcomed only because it was a voice
crying in the wilderness - almost the
only voice. Sutherland’s Second hage
is much more perceptive and solid than
Moisan’ssuperticial observations, but it
also leads with the chin and invites
attack. Nonetheless, in terms of serious,
readable scholarship Sutherland has
taken the first step and his pioneering
effort should be applauded.
Sutherland finds that both Canadian
literatures share a number of common
themes: man in harmony with the
land and God’s cycles of nature, the
breakup of old established value sy~
terns and the generational tensions and
clashes which ensue, and the existential
search for truth. It is exhilarating to
watch Sutherland oscillate between
Ringuet’s Thztzte Arpentes and Frederick Philip Grove’s Gw hi@ Bread in
his attempts to describe the treatment
of men and the land. In depicting the

Mormation

Of special

interest from
information
canada

._.

paper edition $4.50
published bv the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
(O.E.C.D.)
dispD”iblean ‘rawair

!2%$tL*ion

171 Slat.3 Street
Ottawa, Canada KlA OSB
Available from our bookstores
in Halifax. Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver
or your local booksallai.
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contemporary search for truth which
emanates from a total existential emptiness, Sutherland, with great agility and
knowledge, picks his way through
Jacques Godbout’s Lc Butecu Sur kr
Table,

Douglas

Le Pm’s

l%e

Demter~

Leonard Cohen’s lfautifii lxwerr and
Hubert Aqum’s &chain
Episode.
Sutherland’s juxtaposition of W. 0.
Mitchell’s Who Has Seen the Wind and
Rejean Duchatme’s L’Av&e des Ava16s is expertly done and effectively
UlustratesSutherhuul’spoint that chtldhood in both literatures is portrayed as
a time of acute misery and conscious
suffering.
Sutherland also demonstrates how
the two Canadian literatures arc permeated by a puritan sensibUity, in oue
case coming from an inbred Calvinism
and iu the other a die-hard Jansenism.
This sensibUity has produced several
recurring literary themes: a “Saturdaynight fling” syndrome, followed by
Sunday morning puritication, the idea
that pleasure is really quite sinful and
not to be enjoyed, and the image of
“the imperfect priest.” Sutherland uses
a number of novels to ilhrstrate this
Puritan shadow, especially MaeLenmm’s Each h&r15 tin and Roth
Carrier’s LXICuetre, Ye.sSir! His discussion of the initial reception in the
late 1930s of Jean-Charles Harvey’s
LesLkd-Civilis&
should be obligatory
reading for the middle-aged FrenchCanadian lovers of “Uberh? who
crawled out of the woodwork only
when the love of ‘libertd” became
fashionable in the 1960s.
Sutherland also has the courage to
denounce the racism of Caron Lionel
Croulx’s LSappel de la Race. Gmulx
bad badly misguided racist sentiments
and subscribed to a type of proto.
fascist, biological racial theory. Somebody has to say that the emperor is
wearing no clothes, and never wore any
clothes, and Sutherland says it well.
Why has Groulx’s reputation remained so bigb in French-Canadian
inteUectual circles? Why has hls influence formed several generations of
influential historians who have traosmutedtheorighralmessage but retained
certain essential ideas? Here is the rub
of the whole matter. Sutherland wants
to prove that “It can be safely said
that FrenchCanadian
and EnglishCanadian novels of the twentieth cen8

tury have traced a single basic line of
ideological development. creating a
whole spectrum of common images,
attitudes, and ideas
There are at
the moment no fundamental cultural
differences between the two major
ethnic groups of Canada .
There

I
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does exist a single, common national
mystique . . the mysterious apparatus
of a single sense of identity.”
True, certain common elements coexist in Canada’s two cultures. Sutherland, however, has a socio-political axe
to grind (“assuming that we want to
preserve this single nation”
. etc.)

stacks his literary cards heavily
in favour of his thesis. Some of his
evidence is downright slim, and his
generalizations are often facile and
unsubstantiated. He often strays into
the non-Uteraty (1e.g. Quebec cars at
100 mph wrapping themselves around
trees) to marshal every available bit of
evidence. and links his own undeniable
Canadian loyalty to select morsels of
prose which support his uni-cultural
premise. Prof. Sutherland’s emotions
asaCanadian often crush his adherence
to the objectivity which usually underlies thestudyofcomparative literature.
Prof. Sutherland nowhere explains
the fact that Abbe F6Ux-Antoine
Savard’s Mkud. Maitre-Lbaverrr leaves
English Canadian readers utterly cold
and disenchanted, whereas FrenchCanadian literary critics of some eminence and general readers have long
accepted it as a “classic.” Prof. Sutherland ignores the fact that the writings
of FrenchCanadian intellectuals about
the October crisis reveal a deepening
chasm which fundamentally separates
them from English-Canadians, and this

name

and he

chasm is based on widely

Seconcl Image, however. in spite
Prof. Sutherland’s evident over-

enthusiasm. must be recognized as a
capable pioneering work which should,
hopefully,

open
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FACE-OFF

NIGHTOFTHEWHITEBEAR
.4,exm,derXm-m

ANICEFIREANDSOME
MOONPENNIES
II

ARKWRIGHT
Leo Simpson
Leo Simpsnn’s brilliant and exceptional firs1
novel immcrscr us in ibe seriously comic
world of Addiron Arkwright who in many
ways represents all modem men. Arkwright
is a startling exp& of the perils oi prqresr
and an hilarious and touching dcfcncc 01
human valuer.
s9.95

MACMILLAN

I

I

Dorrir Heffmn
A uibnnl and bigbly amusing tale al Mairic.
an exu.beranr rixlecn year old Canadian
lndian girl for whom ‘lift is just B bunch of
crpcricncing’. “This latest experience of
mine I want 10 tell you about’ is Msizic’s
rvcnlful and humorous hitch-hiking trip
from Kingston. Ontario Lo Yorkvillc Toronto’s hippy hangout
10rmokc pot.
s4.95
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This is precisely what Berto” is doing
in his two-volume history of the CPR,

and he is even helped by the fact that
the railway as our fathers knew it is
already becoming part of tha past. It is
no longer the single and indispensable
link that unites our stragglii nation;
no more does the wail of its engines
mean to solitary me” and woman that
thay am not completely alone; indeed,

if the CPR had its way now, the rest of
us would just forget about it and allow
its managers and shareholders to make
their profits quietly out of land and
minerals and by any other way than
canylng us over the world’s “lost
spectacular railway.

It is precisely at
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All epics revolve around a struggle
in which the right side eventually wins.

many of Berton’s heroes - including
the formidable Van Home - came

and in this case the foe is the land
itself (it was an age before environmentalists and eco-philosophers, and

from south of the border. It is a little
confusing - almost as if Agamemnon

theCPR pioneered,amongother
things.
the destruction of much of the Cana-

mercenaries -

ended with the final granting of the
charter to the Canadian PacifE in I88 I
after a decade of complicated and
often disgraceful political manoeuvres.
During that first volume a great deal of
attentionhad necessarily to be devoted
to those political actions, and it is hard
to squeeze much epic grandeur out of

Sir John A. or his Liberal adversaries
after the climax of their nation-building
efforts

at

Confederation.

The

epic

element in tha story of the CPR is
brought in by the engineers and SW“ayors and contractors, and by the
thwsands of navvies - Caucasian and
Chinese -

who

turned Macdonald’s

political promise to British Columbia
into the physical bond that for two
generations kept Canada intact.
Berton

gives free and sometimes

flamboyant play to their achievements.
The political manoeuvres fall into the

rafEshi”g

aberration,

actually,

in an

the accelerated prose, which mmetimes
must have seemed pretty banal in their
time. Berton has written not only a”
entertainingbut

also a vary informative

book. full of odd facts and eccentric
emdition. His journalistic mind has
assured that he never forgets the very
profound ways in which the construction of the railway affected the
lives of many thousands of ordinaly
people in the 1880s. and he presents a
more thorough account than I have
found anywhere else of the way the
actual labowars lived and worked;
there is a particularly fascinating description of the methods used to push
the railway across the prairies at a
speed that on one momentous single
day exceeded six miles (a feat of railway construction

unrivalled since, in

spite of our vastly more sophisticated
machinery). Berton has lost none of
the interest in collective manias which
he displayed in his Khdike.
and he
zestfully

describes the various land

booms that followed the railway acmes

ance of tha sway
teams (many of
them literally exploran of unknown

was more responsible for the defeat of

great social fact of the CPR as the

persuasively suggests that Van Home
the

M&is

than

lack-lustre

General

Middleton. And he wastes ““ne of the
comedy accompanying the discovery
of the route through the Rockies and
the Selkirks by that outrageous man

populator of waste lands and the
creator of cities in empty landscapes

but brilliant surveyor, Major Rogers.

that forms the vital substanca of the
present volume of l71heGreat R&my.

Major Rogers was an American, and
there is an iFo”y about the fact that so

10
_I---

by

American

one of Canada’s best-known writers and
critics, is editor of Gw&ian
Literature. He lives and works in
British Columbia.

select and arrange them with a rather

the country. He narrates the story of
the second Riel rebellion in a way that

Shield and over the Cordillera, and the

GEORGE WOODCOCK.

baroqueimagination.so that his central
figures are clearly his heroes (a rather

background. It is the fantastic endur-

country), the enmmous technical feat
of carrying the railway acmss the

so largely

that epics should administer. 0

of the CPR. I am not suggesting that
Berton tampers with facts. but he does

gives a hectic feeling to events that

in this second volume of l%he Great
&zilway than it was in the first, which

performed

citizens. It is the kind of salutary lesson

rounded man like Van Home, tirst
general manager and master organizer

forget their history, that they racade
out of the meaningful present and
Theepic intent is eve” more evident

to And that the feat

which was meant to keep us fmm
absorption by the United States was

just as he streamlines into appropriately
grandiose form the myths that sw-

age obsessad by the anti-hero).
Yet in spite of the high colour and

become fair prey for the epic writer.

had won the Trojan war with Trojan

dian wilderness.) Berton tends t” keep
the same of struggle high throughout.

OT men

this point, when institutions
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that tends, for the most part, to disarm
the conventional criticisms. Nevertheless, one wonders why for instance,
there are ten indifferent Bymns to one
superb Hardy, or why there was no
room for eve” one of Edward Thomas’
poems to his children when Richard
Armour’s “High Chair and Low Spirits”
and Roger McGougb’s “Goodbat Nightma”” might have bee” happily omitted
altogether (on grounds of taste).
The choice, however, is entirely
personal and makes no claims to being
comprehensive. The images are a” integral part of the collections. It is the
themes that are being explored and
accepted in this light, the experiment
is immensely pleasing and full of surprises. Poems zoom in from all sorts of
unexpected angles, making the choice
ingenious rather than willful. There is
no attempt to be chronological in any
terms but mood and counter-mood. so
Suckling is followed by Pound. Klein
by Wordsworth. Dorothy Parker, cheek
by jowl with Lovelace, hurls herself
forward to contradict that gentleman’s
remote idealizations with:
Oh. life is a$ot7ous cycle of song.
A medley of extempomneo;

FOCUS
IN AND OUT OF LOVE
armnged by BRUC? VWVCE
Van Nostmnd Reinhold
wqserback$2.95: I I6 plrger

BEING BORN AND
GROWING OLDER
lrmmged
by BRUCE VANCE

Van Nostmnd Reinhold
Pepwbac~$2 95: I I5 plaer

EVEN IF THESE two
collections of
poems and images are not primarily
intended for schools’ consumption,
they should still be bought in bulk by
every board of education in the country. This is not to suggest that their
appeal is limited to the classroom. On
the contrary, here is no kiss of death
but a” opportunity to break through
the resistance so many students have
when it comes to grappling with poetry
- a resistance not uncommonly continued resolutely through life once the
days of forced feeding are past. The
cover photographs alone are enough to
hook anyone, and fmm then on, it’s
compulsive reading as the images carry
us from one poem to the next. The
poetry runs thmugb time and place
fmm the traditional classics to something suspiciously like doggerel, and the
ilhtstrati0”s follow a similar patter”.
There are street photographs, water
colours, classical studies, drawings,
docwwtary stills, all of them lending
dimensions of depth or lightheartedness
to the written word which is hard to
resist.
The anthologies have bee” put together around themes - love and age
respectively - rather than centuries or
nationalities, which can be so uniformly
dreary or intimidating to the uninitiated, while the informed reader invariably
suspects that he has bee” cheated, that
he is at the mercy of too arbitrary a
selection.However in these collections,
the emphasis is on Bruce Vance hating
arm”ged the poems and images, which
makes the selection * secondary issue.
Hehasachieved a kind of choreography
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And Love is a thing that eon never
go wrong;
And Iam Marie of Roumania.

The images, culled from many sources.
largely Canadian, have bee” interwove”
with the poems most adroitly, some
times just illustrating, more often commenting on or eve” opposing the
poetry, so that we are compelled to
look closely at both. For instance. a
thoughtful, but very modern face heside Marlowe’s “Passionate Shepherd to
his Love” or a truncated doll matched
to Jo” Silkin’s “Death of a So”” force
us back and forth between the poems
a”d images, each adding to the other
and both to our enjoyment.
For the chauvinists amongst us there
is a fair sprinkling of Canadian voices,
althoughhappily not identified as such.
If Bruce Vance and the Language Arts
Centre continue to produce such collections, which I hope they do, our
own poets may yet find a place in the
national consciousness as simply fine
writers and not the inferior breed
(because Canadian) they still sadly
present in so “Iany minds. 0
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THE TORONTO TELEGRAM

is folding.
And we in Toronto, like people in
many other large metropolitan cities,
find that we cannot support two afternoon newspapers. It is a loss we bemoan
only in principle, because fewer and
fewer of us were reading it. Newspapers
are peculiar institutions in that, because
they are very much a part of our daily
lives, we develop attachments to them
much as we attach ourselves to a
favourite armchair or the Saturday
night hockey game. The Tey wac the
kind of newspaper you kept a watchful
eye on, in order to see what the newest
print trend might be. They were the
first to develop a what’s-happeningaround-town magazine supplement.
The first with colour on the front page,
children’s adoption service, information
about pollution campaign, and many
other things. They scooped the Star
regularly, but not eve” the high priced
talent like Ron Haggart plus all their
innovations could make it a paper that
enougJ~ people liked and trusted. One
would like to think that maybe the
Telegram failed because it was not
resistant to change. A” admirable
characteristic in psychology: a pity it
means the death of a newspaper.
PETER MARTIN Associates have announced that they will have a book
titled The Death of the Teiepnm out
by the end of October. Freelance writer
Doug Fetherling is doing the book. It
will probably be a paperback and sell
for S3.95.
IN ORDER to remind reviewers and
booksellers about the October publication of 7ke PloJtic Orgasm, McClelland
Bt Stewart have issued one of the most
bizarre promotion pieces in their history of dubious promotion schemes.
Mounted on a scarlet coloured square
of paper was - are you ready? - a
miniature athleticsupport. The bookin
question is a harsh look at the realities
of Canadian football, written by the
wife of a” ex-player. Tennis. anyone?
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Sir:

I have read the first issues of Books
in Ciuuda with great interest. As a”
American

living in Canada.

I have

watched the various attempts to stimulate a national culture with some
amusement and more sorrow. Cana-

Sir:
Your editorial in the August issue
invites cOrnmen& from your readers
concerning your book reviews or other
aspects ofwitingin
Canada. I interpret
this to mea” that you arc co”cer”ed
about the deterioration of the English
language as it is used in Canada, and at
the risk of appearing as one crying in a
lin@stic wilderness, I would like to
draw your attention to a usage which
is becoming increasingly prevalent in
writing at various levels these days. (I
will spare you my five-minute lecture
on the unhappy practice of using

dians are a funny people; they will
support the idea of the arts but rarely
the arts themselves; they will support
writers and painters lavishly with tax
money, but they prefer to read foreign
books and look at foreign artwork. A
concerned reading of a concerned
editorial on The Writer in Canada. a
two-dollar lottery ticket, and their
duty

As much as ely

country Canada

deserves fine writers. The talent is here;
what is lacking is the audience. That is
where your publication is so valuable.
It directs attention to the books themselves, and to the writers; it provides a
useful survey of the latest happenings

meant is %e hope” or “it is hoped.“)
I” David WilliaMon’s review of The

on the Canadian literary scene. Canadian books arc, alas, eve” higher-priced
than America” ones. It would cost a

in the August issue, I
count three i”sta”ces of the reviewer’s

small

using “quote” (the verb) where “quw

Although 1 am the first person to dis-

tation” (the noun) is clearly intended
and should have been used. This prae

believe a reviewer. I enjoy finding out
roughly what has been published. I am

fortune

to

buy

them

blind.

tlce is widespread, and is, I suppose,

not conscious, reading Booksin Canada.

tolerable in speech. But in written prose

of The State of Canadian, Literature; I

it seernOpreferable to maintain the distinction between noun and verb which

am aware only of a group of books.
This is as it should be. An audierlcc

OUTlanguage. tradition has given us.

reads books. not a literature. As long

Here

is Wilson

American l&e)

Follett

(Modem

on this question:

As a noun, quote

is heard more

John Love11 in Toronto in 1859. The
Greenwood reprint omits the title
pages, two pages of introduction, six
pages of eOntents and what is worse,
omits the errata which are of the utmost importance, dealing as they do
with both text and maps. Hind later
corrected the text in hls “Narrative” of
the Expedition published in 1860. Ao
unsuspecting user quoting this Greenwood reprint, will undoubtedly perpetuate erron unknowingly. I might
add, that since the title page is omitted,
the work

will

appear in catalogues

under the name of S. J. Dawson, whose
brief “Ce”eral Report on the Progress
of the Red River Expedition” precedes

is done.

‘@?xently” when “currently” is intended, or ‘hopefully” when what is

Rzper umnt

..-

asyourmagazinestaysckar
laments and exhortations

of nebulous
- however

true - and concerltrates on the many
fine or even mediocre books that are

the report of Hind.
The Toronto Public Library Board
has made available

for many years

copies of important works for reprinting, but the Board has insisted
that reprint
lirms pay the utmost
attention to the conditions of the reprint. With foreign sources being used
as the basis of reprinting Canadian
works. it would appear that we will get
new versions of Canadian history
whether we know it or not.
H. C. Campbell,
Chief Librarian
THE TORONTO

PUBLIC LIBRARY

Sir:

I think the issue that your ex-New
York critic raised is valid, though not
relevant to your publication. But I fear
it is true. even on the basis of the
evidence provided by your own reviews,

often than it is seen, but it is seen too
often.
. . . The innovation delights
those who do not mind crudity if they

appearing. it will perform a desperatelyneeded service.

can have succinctness. Whoever makes
this choice most expect after a time to

Michael Steinberg

tion in NY REV. The trouble. I think,

Toronto, Ontario

comes from

see lhhe cite is BmwrdngS/?he

referts

not clear/lheallude leaver me baffled.

Sir:

practice good language habits when
almost every other form in their en-

Your new publication presents so
many facets dealing with books in

Two

every day.

of our chtef enemies are jour-

nalism and advertising. Help.

Canada that
one more.

the fact that the clars-

structure of Canadian society tends, as
with the proletarian novels of the

We in the universities have trouble
enough in encouraging young people to

upon the English l&oage

that most current Canadian writing
probably would not qualify for atten-

I am tempted

to add

This is the matter of proper attention in the reprinting of out-of-print
Canadian books. Recently I examined

thirties, to assign the problems to the
people who are written about which
now

seems unbearably

smug. I en-

joyed FIFTH BUSINESS very much;
but am immensely irritated both by
Davies and the viewpoint from which
he writes. Does he really think that as
Master of a College of U of T he
occupies an honombte position? Those
of us who work for universities should

Associate Professor
QUEEN’S UNIVPRSITY

the reprint by Greenwood Press (printed in the USA) of Henry Youle Hind’s
“Northwest Territory. Reportson progress on the Assiniboine and Saskatche-

learn from Jean Genet: our somewhat
distinctive careers and life-styles pro-

Kingston, Ontario

wa” Expedition”,

vide a helpful opportunity

W. J. Barnes,

printed originally by

for obser-

_ . .-.
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vation of how societies really affect
individuals; but no justification for
either social institutions or our own
misde.eds. Thomas Mann really did
understand sometldng about Germany
- and hence about any nation-state that I have never found a Canadian
who did, at least not an Anglo.

from earliest prehistoric time to
twentieth century nationhood

Edgar 2. Friedenberg
Professor
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY
Sir:
Your correspondent, Mr. Michael
Shulman, who mote complaining at
your‘modestattempt to draw attention
to Canadian writing’ is evidently totally
unaware of the American nationalism
demonstrated by the New York i%nes
Book Review (but not, I am glad to
say, by the New York Review of
Book), by l’ime. by sahlr&y Review,
l%e New Yorker and a substantial
number of other US literary magazines
and journals. The great majority of
them have a policy that excludes from
review any work not ‘published in the
United States’ on the rather facile
argument that if the American reader
cannot go to bis bookstore and readily
obtain the book they am doing him a
disservice by noticing it. (There is
some virtue in this for I can recall being
greatly annoyed at reading a review in
the TLS of a work which was only
obtainable from a prominent historical
society, who supplied it only to their
members - their membership being
closed!)
But the truth is that Canadian
books, by and large, are not being rb
viewed in literary journals and magazines in the United States as a matter
of deliberate policy.
1

Iiilary S. Marshall
ManagerSales &Distribution
Uh’M3RSITY OF TORONTO PRESS

“Absorbing and fascinating
contempomry prom.”
Ah

years of prepmtion.

world ofCanadianhistory.

treatment

thih longavaited

of

the port.

in

colourful

and

series welcome you to a new and exciting

The first volume, Canada’s p&i&my.
comes at a time when the Apollo missions have
created a new interest in the ex loration of time - in ‘what happened’ during the 4%
billion years before Mm and the Por~ul that butIt the land after Earlh’s origin.
YEARS AND YEARS AGO tells the story in everyday language. It culminates in the
peopling of Canada. from the last age of the glaciers to the present.
In full colour thmughout, the 9 by 12 fint edition is a premium quality book in every
respect. Its 228 pages feature almost 200 illuatrattons. maps and reference tables.
Fasily thts year’s outstanding new classic in Canadiana. it is ex ectcd that coptes of tbe
limited first printing soon to appear across Canada. w8l quickly 1 emme collectors’items.
To reserve your fin1 edition copy at the special price, you are invited to return the
coupon below.
PUBLISHERS:

THE BALLANTRAE FOUNDATION
for Canadian Arts and History

PRINTERS:

THEEVERGREENPRESS
o~Vancouwr

PtUCE:TWENTY-TWODOLLARS
(17.95
until December 31st.1971)
Almilable only/ram

book dealers and department stores throughout Canada

I_______________________
SENDTD:THE~.LLANTRA.EFDUNDA~ON,Q.O.DRAWER1420.CALGARY.CAN.
Pleaw reserve my first edition

copy of YEARS

AND

YEARS

AGO

Name
Addresr

City

Name of my bookseller
*&trea
Reservations nor “.¶nli”p * fwolrrhop will Lw r”&ied

City
*rou**

*he nearest qualified

dealer.
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POETIC
GRAVITY
Collected

Poems

of

LOUIS DUDEK
Delta
Rets
reviewedby Dennis Lee
LOUIS DUDBK

has been writing poetry,

teaching it, preaching and publishing it
for 30 years. Now, et 53, he has
brought out his Cblbcted Poems. The
retrospective assessment it invites is
dificult.
Dud& spent much of his earlier
career writing fairly short occasional
poems, in more or less regular forms.
As it turned out, his talent ran in a
completely different grain; hence most
of the poems in the fmt third of this
book are worthy but perishable - in
fact, most are worthy but perished.
There ere e few tine pieces, and a good

_

many striking lines: but there is a recurrent mismating oi talent and convention which can produce - at its

“Atlantis” (both included here with
some sectionscut)-andabout
a dozen

worst - moments like this:

most impressive is “En Mexico”. Many

When I have carded the wool

of

long meditative

poems, of which the

your thoughts

arc travel poems, and “Atlantis” in
particular becomes a poem about the

and found the physiological blot
f?om which your terrors proceed

idea of voyaging well. In this. of
course, Dudek is responding closely to

which make you you.

his mentor’s Cimtos.

and we heve opened the electric

These longer poems invite a critical

lock
together, and entered the current

article. not just a review. Since that
isn’t possible here, let me sketch some

of desire,
we shall know the rock on which

tentative conclusions.

each of us E-US
broken.

(157)
To be fair, this tossed salad of

I don’t believe that Dudek understood the poetics of vorticism; or if he
did, it too was a blind alley for him.

metaphors does travesty the early
Dudek. It isinstructive to read. though;

Pound set down, in The Qntos.

it’s like watching someone go through

vignettes, insights,personalexperiences,
quotations,lyrics.etc. These particulars
were rendered with a range of tecbni-

a particularly bad day at the wrongjob
or in a miserable marriage. What’s
remarkable is that Dudek managed to
break out of these contortionist exer-

which kept screwing up Montreal poetry in the 1940’s - as often
as he did.
Reading Ezra Pound appears to have
freed Dudek of that. The result was
two very long poems - “Europe” and
cises -

of apparently

a series

disconnected historical

cal virtuosity which no one in this
century has equalled. And the whole
was informed with an imaginative
intelligence which-at
its best - found
an order. in fragments ranging from
five words to five pages, that coincides
with a whole order of civilization.

NewTitksfrom CBC Rdkztions

GEORGE CRANTfTiME AS HISTORY.
The 1969 Maey lecturer The autkorb
declared pv,xe
is “to write about the
word ‘hlstcq 81 il ia u&d about existence
in lime, not ui it is used to describe a
mdu academtc stcdy: He desert&
e
Ifaanothing”eonamed
wtthhisb@.
alinquiry,ibpmperpurposa and methods,
to what extent it is a sctence”but rather.

GemnnpbilosoFberFrederick Neibche who
“tbougkt the once lion of time as hktoy
morewmprebeml.vJ y than my other thinker
LIeforeor ainc.?.
Paper: $1.50

DAVID BAKANlSLAUCHTER
INNOCENTS.
The

OF THE

It. D. LAlNG/FOLITtCS OF THE FAhiILY
(back in print)

that infanticide and child abusederive fmm society. cx~a& ‘mdicalisolationoimoken
natural primitive urgea to control excel and unlpoken &es which governindi;idual
rnxndalion. The book. based on a radio laeialirrtion and kelp 01 binder growth.
tom a amvocative the& which
PaPer: $2.00 within tke context of family life.
Paper: 81.50

CBC PUBLICATIONS. BOX 500. STATION A, TORONTO 116.
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THESMALL
PRESSES

A-d-winning
Books from

by Rmrdall Ware
wmi

FOUR WINDS
PRESS

1s *N historical narrative not an historical narrative?

When it is an history poem. Get it? Sent S2.50 to Fiddlehead
Books, Fredericton, N.B. for me Great San Fmncirco
Earthquake

and Fire by John Robert Colombo

and you will.

What Colombohas done. and done exceedingly well, is to
transpose James R. Wilson’s 1906 volume, San Fmncisco5

Horror of

&rthquake

and

fire,

into a slim book of art-

fully crafted found poems. both intense and moving. Within
45 pages. the scene swings fmm the asylum (curiously named
Agnews) to the hawking of food at inflated prices and on to

THENONSENSE BOOK

the bank that managed lo stay open throughout the three

of Riddles, Rhymes.
Tongue Twisters and Jokes from American Folklore.
58.15

days of horror. Random details of great and small import
coalesce into B vision of horror and despair. Colombo has

collectedby Duncan Emrich
illustratedby lb Ohlsson

accomplished the printed equivalent of the hand-held.
cinema vdritd camera. If anyone still has doubts about the

Notable Cblldren’r Book, Amertmn Library Anoehrion 1970
One of the Bea Books
the Yea-, Library Journal 1970

of

THE

MODERN

ENCYCLOPEDIA

BASKETBALL
edited by Zander Hollander

OF

value or effectiveness of found poetry, he or she should buy
this book. T.G.S.F.E. aud F. demonstrates not only how
found verse works, but also why it does.

.%16.20

One o/1970’s Outstandbag Reference Books, Reference Services Div&ion. ALA

Tom Marshall’s new book, Magi? Water (Quarry Press,
Box 1061, Kingston, Out., paperback $2.50) is most aptly
titled. The poems are fluid, now trickling gently, now
rushing hell-bent-for-salvation

ROCK STAR
by James Lincoln Collier

$5.95

Annuuf Awrd. Children ‘r Book Commirtce. Child Study
Assodatton ofdmerka (shared award) I970

over some spiritual Niagara.

But even as you can look into water on some days and see
Ihe bottom and yet on others your gaze seems to not
penetrate the surface, so some of these poems come to you
quickly and cleanly while others appear to shift with each
reading.

AIGA Children’s Book Show Selections 1970

DON'TTELLTHESCARECROW

exhibits concern for the future, concern for the proper
andother

Japanese Poems
by Issa, Yayu, Kikaku and other Japanese poets.

55.65

itfustruted by Tufivaivnldlr
Smbir

GREENNOSES
$4.95

by William Wiesner
illustrated by the audr~r

resolution of improper events.
Privacy is the key to these verses. Quiet thoughts cast
out from the house of intellect and forged into verse for the
sake of his relationship with you, the reader, and for the
challenge of the interface between the poet and his words.
Tom Marshall continues to prove that economy of space
need not result in foreshortened expression. 0

SUNFLOWERSFORTINA
$5.65

by Anne Norris Baldwin
r7btstmrredby Ann Grifntconi

FOUR

There are many senses of innocence to these poems;
innocence lost or found or not yet discovered. Marshall

WINDS

A Division

PRESS

of Jcbotorric

123 Newkirk Road
Richmond Hill, Ontario
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FACE-OFF
SCOlT YOUNG and
GEORGEROBERTSON
Macmillan
ctotk$6.95; 2sopa&-es

THERE WERE all kinds of reasons why
I was hoping to dislike this book. One
is that it smells of a ripoff. It’s a novel
put out in advance of a movie, based
on the movie’s story line and clearly
intended as promotion for the movie.
Then there’s the awlX little contest
that goes with the book: all you have
t0 a0,

a000diOg

t0 the 1Ok3, which

read like something you’d find on the
back of a Crispy Critters cereal box, is
buy the book, make a list of all the
real-life people mentioned in it, send
your list to the publisher, and you may
win two box-seats to a Leaf-Canadian
hockey game.
Well,OK,but - damn - I like FaceOfJ It’s terrific fantasy stuff, for one
thing, putting nicely into print the
dreams of every red-blooded Canadian
man to make it in the NHL as a rookie,
ranked just behind Orr and Hull right
off the bat, and, not only that, to
make it with the most beautiful girl in
sight at the same time.
The hero of Fme-Off is Billy Duke
who arrives on the Toronto Maple Leaf
&fence at 21 after a sensational career
in the juniors. Billy is colorful, rugged.
aremarkablegoal sc.orer (second among
defencemen only to On), and he leads
the Leafs to first place. Off the ice, he
meets Sherri Lee Nelson, lovely blonde
singer in a rising Toronto folk-rock
group called The Final Chorus. They
fail in love and shack UD in her loft.
But all is not perfect. Sherri comes
from what is commonlv called a troubled background. She ieeps her head
together, as the saying goes, by smoking
dope. Billy fails to understand this
approach - he’s a beer man himself and, losing patience, walks out on
Sherri. He cannot forget her however.
and while Sherri is frealdng on harder
drugs, Billy’s game falls apart. The
16
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Leafs tumble down in the standings.
A nasty sportswriter precipitates a
final crisis tbat ends with Sherri’s
death and with Billy and the Leafs
threatening to finish the season in fifth
place, oat of the playoffs. which is, of
course, hockey’s ultimate humiliation.
What I like best about the book is
the flavor of the hockey scenes. on the
ice, in the locker room. on the road.
talking to writers, drinking beer, fooling around. Those passages have a
wonderfully authentic feel. a sense of
bringing you inside the hockey player’s
world in a way that no other fiction
ever has. The hockey people - players,
coaches, owners - come across as
absolutely believable characters, masculine. hard, one-track, randy. basic
guys.
By comparison, the authors don’t
seem nearly as comfortable or as
accurate with the rock world. The
musicians and agents are sketches,
almost parodies. You don’t believe in
them for a minute.
But that’s small quibbling. It’s a nice
book. You should read it if you like
hockey. One thing though - don’t
give it to your kids for Christmas.
There’s some dirty stuff in it. 0

IMPERIAL
DROPOUTS
THE NEW EXILES
ROGER N. WILLIAMS
Neimn. Foster. Scott
401 pager: cloth $9.50

THE BOOKIS comprised mostly of tape
recorded transcriptions author Roger
Williams made with fellow dodgers and
deserters from Montreal to Vancouver.
The talks with these men,as one would
expect. reveal the horror of the war in
Vietnam, the decaying life in the
United States, the delmmanizing military experience. and the agony of

leaving. But, I can’t help but wonder,
who among the potential readers of
this book is not already aware of all
this? The book will obviously be
bought by liberals who are already
sympathetic. It is highly unlikely that
those favouring the Vietnam war and
opposed to dodgers and deserters will
plunk down the $9.50 to chance a
change of mind. The one thing that
could make the book important to all
Canadians is unfortunately missing,
That is a discussion of the experience
of exile, the reaction to Canada. Other
than passing and superficial comments:
(‘%anadians are really more open and
friendly” and “I sense more freedom
here”) there is nothing about the
Canadian experience of the exiles.
This is too obvious an ommission.
As a dodger himself Williams most be
aware that the exile situation is comprised of three very distinct parts: the
reasons which culminate in a decision
to leave; the decision itself and the
changes it catalyzes; and the actual
experienceofthe newcountry. Without
part three, l%heNew Exiles is not a
whole.
Perhaps Canada wasn’t within Williams’ xope. fire New Exiles is obviously directed to the American reader
and begins and ends with a plea for
amnesty. As William Sloane Coffm
saysin hisintroduction: “He (Williams)
has written for Americans a heartwarming and heart rending book.” I
sense therefore that the new exiles is
primarily an anti-Vietnam book, but
from the exiles’ perspective. Most everyone interviewed by Williams came to
Canada directly because of the war.
The book is subtitled “American War
Resisters in Canada.” This gives a
rather narrow picture of the exile.
Some, in fact, came simply because
tbey were sick of America, some came
because they wanted to get on with
living. some don’t know why they
came. They are all new exiles and, I
believe. most are too busy living in

Canada to bother about amnesty. 0

palrialelivingand tnw.llinginCanada.
published1”early Novemberby F’eter
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HAIDAWAYS
OUT OF THE SILENCE
ADELAIDE DE MENIL and WiLLlAM REID
new press

clorh$7.95: IZOp433
nvlcwcd by Robert

Markle

IVENEV!Z~ known what to make of picture books. I buy a

few, get a few more at Christmas. And maybe Ihat’s it.
They . . . look nice, me. usually light, easy-to-take glossy
things aimed directly at the coffee table, lo be leisurely
dealt with during the numerous commercial breaks in a
wildlife adventure series on a Sunday afternoon. No serious
thought, just something to flip through. To give you a nice
feeling.
Out of the Meme is a picture hook on the totem
carvings of the Indians of the Pacific Northwest, with a
slight though deeply felt text, and that familiar glossy grainy
lots of white space and contrast that is the norm for the
coffee table culture look, out of new press for the kind
of people at the Amon Carter Museum of Western Art in
Fort Worth, in the US of A.
Out of the Sience is a good picture book, good
to hold and flip, good to look at, nice and light. Rich and
importaot looking.
The spane biographies tell us little., though probably
enough. The photographer, Adelaide de Menil, is experienced
in these matters: she’s been around most of the mosschoked ruins and artifacts in this world; she’s competent;
she knows what to look for, when to pull the trigger.
Of William Reid there is less. We do know that he carves,
that his carvings “rival the finest ever produced by his
Iiaida forebears,” and that he wrote the text.
Ihe photography is good. Art here comes to the fore.
Longlingeringlooks overmisty bays and ferns. through trees
andbush. Totemsangled to the sky, their reflections sharply
caught shimmering in water, and totems fallen, strained and
drawn, silver grey, swallowed by fern and moss, slowly
seeping back into the leafy floors of the west coast forests.
Stark dappled close-ups, on black, of carved curves, eyes,

now

available
from
information
canada

.-

.-

spheres and suns, gaping mouths. And totems broken and
gone. their bulk already starting shoots of new growth as
they lay, faces lost in grain and splinter, yet somehow fire
still there, raging. Good pictures, yes. good to look at.
William Reid’s text is what one would expect, a somewhat sonorous wlebratioo of the way things were. (“in a
few weeks men could gather enough salmon to last a year,
berries were plentiful on the bare hillsides”), a long
poem sliced suitably to caption length, a complement to the
pictures. Yes, it works well here.
And yet I wanted more than a sombre narrative. There is
an example of his carving in the book, a detail of a pole,
carved sure and strong. smooth and new. He’s into it. He
knows. Yet uowhere in the book could I find real heavy
talk of his commitment. the creative process. Just a slight
touch on tbe duty and the noble task of heritage. I want to
know more. What goes on in the mind of that carver? Is
it any different than lhat in the mind of a deKooning, or an
Emily Cart? This kind of information, intimate information
surely hasa place in these books. It could only help. If art is
important then I wonder if these guys are artists. And if a
man is alive to&y, where does his responsibility lay, with
his heritage. or with his time .
And what is more to the
true nature of these carvings, the static freeze of photography, or the mild wanderings of Emily Carr’s vision?
The lush design is the responsibility of Arnold Skolnick.
Cood.Text,piclure, text,picture;lotsofclean
space@ke the
coast must have been like). Books like these are the property
of the designer; yet he’s Friends with all. A handsome look.
Books on the way out? Possibly. for this is a good example of a great idea for video-cassette programming; plug it
into your TV and let the camera do the lingering. the text
word perfect for Chief Dan George.
The last snap is worthy of study. Splintered remains of a
battered totem lean out of roadside scrub and into a No
Parking sign. Surrounded by sewage pipe, industrial debris,
wire fencing and electric wiring. The dirt road weaves into a
background of dense forest, a flag and a few battered
buildings, some new ones. Ah yes, time. and progress. Like
having hawkers flogging postcards outside the Sistine
Chapel. The celebration of man moving.
forward. 0
ROBERTMARKLEis a Canadian

artist and occasional book

reviewer.

CanadaYear Book
1970-71
over 1,400 pages of vital
information & statistics
PapsreditionS4.00.
CletheditionJ6.00
disponibleen franpair;

information
EtE$Lii”
171 Slater Street
Ottawa, Canada KlA 069
Available from our bookstores
in Halifax, Montreal. Ottawa.
Toronto. Winnipeg, Vancouver
booksellar,

oryour
local
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POETIC GRAVITY
LJnecM

conrimcdfm

When Dudek proceeds by the same
method, however, the particulars too
often tail off into lbnp observations of
places visited and people met, and the
great animating ideas emerge merely as
notions, as schoobnarmish truisms.
Pound can fail in the same ways too:
but fmally Pound remains the master
of the placed and galvanized fr@ment,
while Dudek is a jotter of fragments
and a stater of precepts.
At his own birthday party, then,
Professor Dudek comes on too often
as the party bore. When wisdom comes
at you as portentously as this abrupt
homily - “I wonder if we would die
of happiness/if we did not suffer./Are
we afraid to try?” (234) - it is easy
wisdom, unearned by the poem. There
is a great deal of easy wisdom in the
longer poems.
To have failed in Pound’s league is
perhaps no great disgrace. Fortunately,
Dudekhaa occasionally done more. His
real voice, I believe, emerges in passages
that rise and fall in a single voice,

radiant extended meditations on art
and civilization where he forgets how
great poetry is supposed to be written
and finally gets down to good poetry
of his own. There is a sporadic el*
quence in the two long poems, and
nmre consistently in “En Mexico”,
which is austere and beautiful.
But the universe does not wit
for me to judge it, nor is declth
itself
o cause for cotzdemnatiot~.
Knowledge is neither necessqv
nor possible
to @stify the turning
of that huge design.
hint turns in the mind. for love.
lhet it should come into being
out of nothing
(gmss
bird
machine

and metal).
that they should come into b&w.
Moo come to skape out of
smoking matter.
out of male secretion in the
womb. take form.
All things, all bodies,

that they should come out of
nothing,
rise, as projecdles out of mck,
with spiculer, eyes, limbs_
with ornaments, accoutremetm,
SkiU$
amid otz abun&nce of jlom and
fautw,

and ach to itself ail in II ion&

devouringgmves!
(202-3)

Except is lhe Mexiw poem. the
book’s dozen or more moments like
this invariably topple back into me
diocrity five lines on. But taken togather with the best of the shorter
poems, they surely vindicate 30 years
of work.
For the sake of his immediate
reputation,
these Collected Poems
should have been a Selected Pocmr. It
is hard not to see Dudek’s finest
achievements as somehow accidental,
when he has so regularly deserted
them for other men’s precedents. But
there remain poems and passages which
are almost of the first order; and if a
reader is prepared to appreciate a

Pitseolak: Pictures out of my life
My name is Pitseolak, the Eskimo word for the sea pigeon.
When I see pitseoloks over the sea, I say ‘Therego those
lovely birds- that’s me flying!’

Pirseolak is one of rhe most famous of the Cape Dorser
graphic artists whose work now has a following around
the world. Now more than 70 years old, she looks back
in this book to give in her own words a hauncin account
of growing up in the Arctic, marriage, births an ii deaths,
the old ways and the new. Pitseolak has illustrated her
story with more than 90 drawings in black and white of
animals and birds, monsters and spirits, and ‘the things
we did long ago’.
Everyone interested in the arc of the Eskimo, and in
their vanishing life-style will want to own this beautiful
book, published in an English/Eskimo edition.
89.95

OXFORD i?rmsociuriotr
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serious
poet

as he lurches in and out
of his centre of poetic gravity, there
are considerable rewards in Dud&s
Bllected Poems. A reader who does
not approach tbe book in such a
spirit will find it very heavy plougbing.
Physically the book is a fine blend
of elegance and sumptuousness. The
price is astonishingly low.0
DENNIS‘BE isco-founder
khisfof

and editorHouseof Anansi. A revised

WILD
SCENE
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one eye on the market place, to express
his concern with matters ecological.
We are invited to shed a tear for the
days when the northern forest war untouched.
Mr. Karras needn’t have
bothered. The appeal of his book lies
elsewhere, while his concern for the
environment, though undoubtedly sincere, seems a superficial afterthought,
largely ignoring the implications of his
own exploitation of the forest, his
inclination to kill for sport and ignore
ganle laws.
Karras is no artist, but a competent
mcon&w. His descriptions of landscape, like Kubinyi’s illustrations. are
conventionalandslight, harmonizing in
mood wilh the description of the
forest, a ‘*sort of Disneyland setting.”
The real fascination of Norrh IO G-et?
Lake lies in wildlife vignettes, the
adventures of the hunt, and intriguing
gems of forest lore. Here you can find
how best to brew tea fmm snow, how

to make snowshoes, how to cook a
moose nose (burn off hair, peel outer
layer of skin, cut into chocolate-barshaped pieces and boil for about 2!4
hours), even how to make disposable
diapers from dried sphagnum moss.
This book is light reading, both
amusing and absorbing. As a supplemen1 to your current edition of the
WholeEdi Gmio~e il is ideal. As
an urgent plea for the biosphere, which
it tries to be. Mr. Karras’ memoir is
redundant and unconvincing. 0

NORTH TO CREE LAKE
A. L KARRAS
Book Service
256 -s;

clorh $8.50

n~lewedby Laurie Ricou
MR.KARRAShad - still has - a bad
case of the ‘North bug.” The myth
of the North is revived here by a
passionate advocate: the North is peopled by “rugged individualists who
stood on their own two feet - come
what may”; life in the North is “clean,
free and easy.” In recounting his tales
of trapping and hunting in northern
Saskatchewan from 1932 to 1939, Mr.
Karras frequently feels obliged, with

A PATRIDTE’S
HANDBOOK
Petit manuel d’histoire du Qu6be~
ED,,,ON

fr0lTl

w

$1.06
51.50

1. ONTARIC

Publishing Division

171 Sleter street
Ottawa, Canada KlA DSS
Available from our bookstores
in H&fax. Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto. Winnipeg, Vancouver
or your local bookseller.

paper
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92.50
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PRENATAL
CARE
TODAY’S CHILD
DR. ELIZAEETHC
ROBERTSONand
DR. bC4RGARETL
WOOD
Bums and MacEachem
cloth 37.95: 23Opn6w
reviewed by Arlene

fiufmann

THE DUST JACKET blurb describes To&y 5 C7dld BI B “simple, practical

book” whose authors are both pediatricians and mothers and hence doubly
qualified to discuss their subject. In
fact, the book does wntain much useful information, ranging from tips on
how to bathe a baby whose head is
still wobbly to a discussion on the
latest developments in automobile safety devices for children. The authors’
treatment of a large number of topics
is brisk and concise, and the comprebensive index makes it possible to
locate necessary information at once.

_~

In spite of its considerable virtues,
however. Todays child is a curiously
joyless text-partly,
I suspect, because
the care ofchildren is presented as such
a time-consuming. mechanical and uncreative lask. Moreover, the authors’
notions about what constitutes good
training seem excessively rigorous, to
say the least:
If you have taught him to eat welt,
a job that takes among Other thing
both patience and B good example: to
came to meals on time; to 90 to bed
at a regular hour without objection;
to have a usual time for elimination;
to enjoy active autdoor play - all
these will make it euier for him to get
off to school on time without fuss
and flurry.

No doubt - but ifsuch a paragon of
a child exists, 1 have yet to meet him
and frankly, I’d rather not. This is the
stuff of which mothers’ inferiority
complexes are made and Drs. Robertson and Wood as women, mothers and
pediatricians should know better. Cl

WHITEOAKS
ESTATE
MA20 DE LA ROCHE
by GEORGE HENDRICK
Bums & Mac.&chem
dolh $6. IS: 149 9~~s

WI’CH
THIS badly made and unaltra~
tive little book, Professor Hendrick follows the formula of modern American
“lit. crit.” mechanics so faithfully that
at first I assumed he was dealing in
parody. Alas, he is in deadly earnest.
‘Ibis work is part of something called
“Twayne’s World Authors Series” and,
academically, is beneath notice. Hendrick has relied heavily on Ronald
Hambleton’sdetinitive 1966 biography,
More de la Roche of J&a, for his
interpretive chapters and padded out
the rest with summaries of reviews and
potted p&is of the plots.
Tbe result. of course. is a thinly disguised crib. Every mark-winning fact

Nine examples of the fine books Doubleday has for you.
THE RA EXPEDITIONSby Thor Heyerdahl
The best-setltng author ot Kon-Tiki and Aku Aku

THE LIVING BIBLE by Kennelh

WHEELS by Arthur Hailey
The great story-teller emds himaett again in this p~werfulty
dramaticnovelabout the automobileindustry. Hotel was revaattng. Airport was pdpping. Wheels is bolh. And just as sure to

RUBBIANS IN 81PACE by
Riabchlkov
. .Evgeny
.
(hanslated by Guy uante,s]

is back with
Bnqther btg adwnture thriller: Alrica to America In B papyrus
mlt. 112 ccalourphotographs. $10.95.

hl _
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STOLEN APPLES by Yevgeny Yevturhenko
New works by the vlbmnt.contrwe~lat and famous contempor-

ary Russia” poeI: translated by sqme of America’s leadlng lltemry
tiiures. Bltinguat sdttto” with Ruasla” tats as Appendix: Index:
October. 110.75.

S.R.O. by Robert Deane Pharr

A brilliant follow-up to his widely acclaimed The Book oI
Numbem,this tquph. compssionate new novel is sure to add
new cdtical tdumphs to Pharr’s growing reputation. $9.50.

The first lull story published in the West abwt Rwsia’s space
program,: from tha BpOchal Sputnik shots to their plans for a”
“island 1” the sky” space station. 912.00.

NOT AFTER MIDNIGHT by Daphne d” Maurier
This new book from the bat-selling author of The House On The
Strand and Rebecca includes a “o~~tla and four shml stqries each a gripping masterfully written tale in the distinctive du
Maurier manner. $7.25.

GERMAN COMBAT PLANES by Nay Wagner and
Heinz Nowarra
A worthy sequel to his acclaimed America” Combat Planar. this

is the first comprehensive illustrated history of all warplanes built
by Germany frOm World War I to the end 01 World War It. 1.200
PhotOgraDhs. S17.95.

DEATH OF A FOX by George Garretl
Thtr major “qwt traces the last tragicdays of Sir Walter Raleigh.
I” so doing. it presents a” unforgettably vivid rewnstructio” of
Elizabethan England. 512.00.

Taylor

This is the entire Blbte. re-wrltte” by a clergyman into 1hB informal languape of today. It is a book everyone who wants to
truly undenland and enjoy the Bible wilt treasure. 59.95

d
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is there. Presumably the object is to
help legions of unimaginative English
students in the United States write
their preprogrammed essays on Miss
de la Roche., anwar the multipI%
choice exam questions and earn the
degrees that will enable them in turn
to produce books like this. It is a
significant measure of Hendrick’s method that he began his research in
Frankfurt, West Germany, continued
it in Britain and the U.S. and was able
to complete his project with what
appears to be only one flying visit to
his subject’s native country.
It is also, to be sure, a significant
measure of Miss de la Roche’s phe
nomenal international popularity that
such remotecontrolled research was
feasible at all, And here one can almost
forgive Hendrick for his hasty and
shallow treatment of de la Roche. She
was indeed a negligible writer. remarkable only for the effect she caused.
It is one ofthe embarrassments of being
a Canadian that for 30 years our most
famous author was a slightly dotty,
ever-wdikish (surely in 1971 we can
stop being coy about her life-long
affain with her cousin Caroline?) doyenna of the “life-ins-dark-full-tidecame-flowing” school of juvenile romance.
Unfortunately, withCBC-TV launching its Jalna series in January, it is an
embarrassment we shall not soon be

A RESPONSE TO OUR TIME by Walter
Noel. Sl.SS “Ger a copy if you like an
intelligent appraisal of where be are and
wherewn are likely to go as s-xiedw.‘*
venture Pra. P.O. 80X 5461, St. John’s,
Nfld.

allowed to forget. One British publisher
has remarked that de la Roche “has
been a gold mine to anyone who has
everhad anything to do with her.” The
TV series is expected to mean the
tapping of a whole new mother lode.
Judging by the timing of this book.
Hendrick and his Canadian distributors
hope to carry off their share. That’s not
honest prospecting; it’s literary claim
jumping. 0

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
THERE ISONLY ONE cmlpknly
Canadian
book club. owned and operared by Canadianr
to bring die very best Of Canadian books to
tho”randr
Of thoYghlf”l
readem across die
country. For full information and a moneyswing intrOd”CtOry offer send your name
and addnrr to Readers’ Club of Canada.
17 lnkerman Srreer, Toronto 5. Ontario.
NO obligationof wwse.
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171 PI., Flushing. New York 11358 U.S.A.
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CURRENT
CANADIAN
BOOKS
AItemativer in Education: edited by Bruce
Rusk;Cene~Pub~;paperSl.95.,
A&right:
Leo Smtpson; Macmdlan: cloth

**.<_.
Anow
of Apollyon, The: Llew Devine;
McGraw-Hill Ryenon; cloth $5.95.
Atlasof the Pnirie Provinces: T. R. Weir and
&;_;r
Matthews; Oxford; limited ed.

Butls, Bears and Sheep: A Pmtit Sttategy
for the Small Investor: I. G. Doherty and
Tim Pritchard: MBS; paper $4.95.
Canadian Folk-Life and Folk-&me: Wm.
KI;
Gmenough; Coler CanadIana: paper
Chsm ions: Jack Batter new ress; cloth
$,O.O! till xmas;s12.50 &e&r.
Citizen Participatlmt: Canada; edited by
Jamw A. Draper; new press: cloth 510.00;
rperS495.
oIomskandCnnadians: I.M.S. Careless cd.:
Macmillaxcloth S895:paper 54.95.
Diplomacy and Ik &cbntenh:
James
Eayetr;U 0fT;&tbS1250;paper
$3.50.
Early Days M the Gnat Lakes: The Art of
Wm. Armstmng: Harry C. Campbell; M&S:
cloth s14.95.
Early Canadian Pottery: Donti
Webster:
M&s; cloth $12.95.
EarIe Bimey: Richard Rabillard;MBS:paper
50.95 (Canadian Writen Series 9).
gto&s Catalogue of 1927: Musson; paper
“_.<“.

bxa

of Our The: YOUd

dotb$15.00.

Karrh;

u or T:

The Gift of Space: Selected Poems 1960.
1970: Wm. Hawkins; new pass; cloth 54.95.
Histmy of Physical Education in Canada,
The: Frank Corntino
& M. L. Howell;
General Pubtirhinr: cloth 36.95: wager 53.95.
Honour Bound: h&y AS& and i&h; Dow&;

In Searchof Canada: Musson;clotb 514.95.

Instant Weatber Qorrcasting tn Canada: I.%.
ed.. Akill Watts: Genetak cloth s3.9.5.
~mtey: Ross Woodman; M&S: paper
.,” . “.

Great Railway USIrs;cmm rru.00.
~md, The: June Bhatia; Longman:

my:

Wm. New; MBrs: paper

Kctly Corfin;
Msny Broken Hammers:
Fitzhenry & Wldtcridc;cloth 18.75.
Mimetown, Milltorm.
Railtown:
Rex A.
Lucu; U ofr:cloth
S15.00: paperS5.00.
My Sexual and Other Revolutiona: David
Lewis Stein; new press: cloth S6.95.
Nature’s Heritrge: Canada’sNational Parks:
D. M. Baird; Prentiec-Hall; paper 54.95.
Nortblop Frye: Ronald Bates: M&S; paper
so.95 (CWS IO).
October Femy to Gabdolr: Malcolm Lowry;
General F’ub.;paper S4.50.
Of Toronto the Good: C. S. Clark: Colts
Canadian; paper 11.50.
Oflicial Automobile Rmd Guide of Canada
1912: Onttio Motor League; Munon: paper
S2.98.
One Mm’s Island: David Conovcr: General
Pub.: cloth 56.95.
Our Earth in Continous Change: David
Baird: McGraw-Hill Rycrson;cloth $7.95.
Out of the Silence: A. de Mcnil and Wm.
Reid: new press; cloth 17.95.
Ovedand to India: Douglas Brown: new

“I believe that The Naive
and Sentimental Lover is
a masterpiece.”
“Typedwordrcanalways be throw”
back in a tipstcr’r face, but I’m going
on record to my that this book may
be hailed as the Great English Novel.
It is funny. sad. poignant and. I
believe. absolutely wonderful as a
publishing proposition.”
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Kmteering’in North~Y%&z A History of the
Taw~bip: P. W. Hart; &ten1
Pub.. paper
Ktseol4:
Pictured out of My Life: Edited
by Dorothy Ebcr; 0xlord;cloth $9.95.
Powar Skating: The Key to Better Hockey:
John Wild: Prentice.Hall; paper 53.95.
Radical Sociology: J. David Cottax and Jack
L. Roach: General; cloth I 11.95.
Red Ligbk on the Pmkies: James Grey:
Macmillan: cloth 96.95.
Red Fox,Tbe: Bill Howell: M&S: cloth E4.95.
The Revolution Sctipt: Brian Moore: M&S:
cloth $7.50.
River of Stars: Jean Mackenzie; M&S: cloth
-c
n=
I_).,,.
Rusty Stnub of dte Expos: John Robertson;
Prentice-Hall: cloti $5.95.
Seasons of the Eskimo: Fred Bmemmer:
M&S: cloth $16.95.
Selected poems: John Clarrco; Oxlord;
paper s1.95.
:e&Td
Poems: F. R. Scott: Oxford: paper
Selected Poems: Phyllis Webb: Talonbooks;
paper SS.OO:cloth 58.00.
Silent Stars. Sound Stars. Fitm Star% Harold
Town; ti&S;cloth Sl6.95.
A Soldier of Fortune: Ella Pipping trans. by
N. Walford; Macmillan;cloth $7.50.
Speakiig CanadianFrench: Mark Orkin. rev.
ed.;Genetal Pub.;cloth 56.95.
Story of Canada, The: Donald Creigbton.
rev. cd.: Macmillan; clothS7.95;paperS3.95
~v.cd.;Mscmillan;clolh$7.95;paperS3.95.
Succerrful Public S e&i&.
Raymond Hull;
Longman; cloth S I 8 .OO.
TeChlWl0
for Industrisl Manutaciwi
F. H. H # ett/A. E. Mills; Macmillan: clo%
$9.95.
Test Pattern: John Lee; U OTT; cloth $7.95.
This Coal, Good Euth: R. 0. Brinkhurst
and D. Chant; Macmillan; paper $2.95.
A Time to Dream/Reveries en Couleurs:
Nati~nat Film Board: M&S: cloth $14.9_5.
Today L the First Day of the Rest of Your
Life: Roht. Tbos. Allen; M&S; paper S2.95.
Travels in Western North &met@
17841812~ edited by David Tbomplon; Macmillan;
cloth 5 10.95.
The Trudeau Papers: Ian Adams: M&S;
cloth 56.95.
War lo, the West 17901813: Harrison Bid:
0xfotd:clotb 58.25.
We Gave You the Electric Toothbrush;
Robert Thomas Allen; Doubleday: cloth
57.50.
Winnie the Pwh:
A. A. Milne. special
edition; M&S: cloth 527.50.

-0ct:

$795

. . by the author of Everything You Always Wanted
To Know About Sex
;
But Were Afraid To Ask.”
q How
to beat society’s practice of
sexual repression and discrimination

o How to meet eligible
spot thorr who aren’t)
what your age

men (and
no matter

D How to make the man you’d like
to many

want to marry you

fulfillingalternatives
to marriage
D How IOrenewand refresh your
o How to find

marriage

MORE MUSSON
BESTSELLERS!
At your Bookstore Mow
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